Fiction

- *Give Me Your Hand* by Megan E. Abbott
- *The Only Woman In the Room* by Marie Benedict
- *Let Justice Descent* by Lisa Black
- *Enchantress of Numbers: A Novel of Ada Lovelace* by Jennifer Chiaverini
- *Ruin’s Wake* by Patrick Edwards
- *Invictus* by Ryan Graudin (YA)
- *Whitewash* by Alex Kava
- *The Curiosity* by Stephen P. Kiernan
- *The DNA of You and Me* by Andrea Rothman
- *The Clockwork Dynasty* by Daniel H. Wilson

Non-fiction

- *The Woman Who Smashed Codes* by Jason Fagone, B SMITH
- *Life in Code: A Personal History of Technology* by Ellen Ullman, B ULLMAN
- *Broad Band: The Untold Story of the Women Who Made the Internet* by Claire Lisa Evans, 004.0922 EVANS
- *Girl Code: Gaming, Going Viral and Getting It Done* by Andrea Gonzales, 005.1 GONZALE
Girl Who Code: Learn to Code and Change the World by Reshma Saujani, 005.1023 SAUJANI (juvenile)

Wonder Women: 25 Innovators, Inventors and Trailblazers Who Changed History by Sam Maggs, 305.4309 MAGGS

Brotopia: Breaking Up the Boys’ Club of Silicon Valley by Emily Chang, 331.4133 CHANG

Geek Girl Rising: Inside the Sisterhood Shaking Up Tech by Heather Cabot, 338.7092 CABOT

A to Z of Women in Science and Math by Lisa Yount, 509.22 YOUNT

Headstrong: 52 Women Who Changed Science and the World by Rachel Swaby, 509.252 SWABY

The Glass Universe: How the Ladies of the Harvard Observatory Took the Measure of the Stars by Dava Sobel, 522 SOBEL

Lean In: Women, Work and the Will to Lead by Sheryl Sandberg, 658.4092 SANDBER

Remember to look for biographies of your favorite woman in technology.